
HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH TURKIS KURDISH CONFLICT

Journalists working for Kurdish media in Turkey continued to be arrested and jailed repeatedly, obstructing Kurdish
Conflict and Crackdown on Opposition.

Under the state of emergency in Turkey over lawyers have been jailed pending trial, and over 1, prosecuted.
Hundreds of thousands of Syrian children are still not attending school. With local elections scheduled for
March , local democracy in the southeastern part of the country remains suspended. The visit was scheduled
again for late November under the mandate of the incoming rapporteur. Police bodyguards were provided in a
number of cases. The amendments introduced a requirement for permission to be obtained from the Justice
Minister in order to launch a criminal investigation. In June, the German cabinet decided to relocate troops
from a Turkish airbase to one in Jordan. None of the eight tweets listed in the indictment, seen by Human
Rights Watch, promote or incite violence. On the contrary, the posts criticize war and the use of violence. In
the aftermath, the government declared a state of emergency, jailed thousands of soldiers and embarked on a
wholesale purge of public officials, police, teachers, judges, and prosecutors. When you think too that over 70
mayors and thousands of our party officials and members are jailed, and that under the state of emergency
there is a crackdown on the media and civil society, in such a climate any legitimacy in discussing changing
the constitution is gone. Their freedom of speech has to be a wide one and should be protected also when they
speak outside Parliament. Turkish armed forces also carried out military operations against armed groups
within Syria and Iraq; in September, the mandate to do so for another year was approved by Parliament. The
police questioned Tekin about four tweets and five retweets, made from the shared Twitter account of a citizen
journalist video collective she has occasionally been involved in. We had anyway been inspected four times by
the prime ministry inspectorate. There was no evidence that allegations of torture were being effectively
investigated. After serving a few months in the Armed Forces he claimed that he had experienced disrespectful
interference with his religious practice, as well as indoctrination about Turkey's three-decade-old war with
Kurdish insurgents. If convicted, he could face a year prison sentence. There was no effective national
preventive mechanism with a mandate for monitoring places of detention. Turkey made the highest number of
requests to Twitter of any country to censor individual accounts. Members of Jehovah's Witnesses have
regularly been sentenced to imprisonment under Article 63 of the Penal Code for avoiding military service.
The evidence cited in the indictments consists mainly of political speeches rather than any conduct that could
reasonably support charges of membership of an armed organization or separatism. In July, 10 human rights
defenders were detained during a routine meeting in Istanbul, accused of aiding unnamed terrorist
organizations. In November, the authorities in Ankara imposed an indefinite ban on events organized by
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and intersex LGBTI solidarity organizations ahead of a planned
LGBTI-themed film festival which was due to take place in the city. Courts also acted disproportionately
when shutting down websites on the basis of posted items. The Law on foundations adopted in February
addresses, among other things, a number of property issues regarding non-Muslim minorities. Turkey
application as inadmissible, the European Court of Human Rights ruled that there was no reason to believe
that the Commission would not be an effective remedy. Turkish media reported that the head prosecutor in
Ankara has announced criminal investigations against the four for their social media posts criticizing the Afrin
operation. Internally displaced people Many of the estimated , people displaced from their homes in areas
under the curfews across the southeast of Turkey in and lacked access to adequate housing and livelihoods.
The High Council of Judges and Prosecutors subsequently suspended the three judges who had ruled to release
the journalists, plus the prosecutor at the hearing. The blocking of websites and removal of online content
continued, and thousands of people in Turkey faced criminal investigations and prosecutions for their social
media posts. Some universities dismissed signatories of the petition, and 68 were fired by decree in September
and October. Some of the reported disappearances took place in Antalya, Ä°zmir and Istanbul. At time of
writing, 50 co-mayors remained jailed on politically motivated terrorism charges after their removal from
elected office and the assignment of government appointees to their positions.


